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Amazing behind the scenes antics at the meteorological office

MY WEATHER MAP NEARLY FELL OVER

He's the man who appears on our TV screens after the news. The man who points at the map and tells us what the weather is going to be like. He is of course the TV weatherman, one of the under sung stars of the small screen.

But behind the colourful charts and cheery smiles there's a great deal that we, the viewers, never see. As can be revealed by former TV weather forecaster Brian Smith.

SECONDS

"Weather forecasts are usually only a few seconds long", Brian told us. "But often it takes several minutes of gruelling rehearsal to get it right". And things don't always go according to plan.

WOBLED

Like, for instance, the time when Brian’s weather map, probably the most important piece of a weather man’s forecasting equipment, nearly fell over. "It wobbled for a few seconds, but I managed to prevent it from falling", said Brian. Luckily, that happened during a rehearsal. But things can go wrong — and often do — ‘live’ on TV.

DEPRESSION

"On one occasion I was pointing out a depression which was building up just North of the Shetland Islands", Brian told us. “Quite by accident I pointed at the Orkney Islands by mistake. Several viewers rang up and pointed out my error”.

However it’s technical problems rather than human error which the TV weather man most fears, as only too easily things can go wrong. Like the time a cloud fell off Brian’s weather map.

RAINFALL

"I was positioning clouds on an afternoon weather chart to represent likely areas of rainfall, when suddenly, quite out of the blue, one of them fell off. Luckily I managed to remain calm and talk my way through the rest of the forecast without further incident".

ICY ROADS

Of course TV weather men are professionals, trained to handle exactly that kind of situation; And often viewers may not even realise anything has gone wrong.

Brian is lucky in that he never had an accident in his 6 months as a TV weather man. But many others are less fortunate. "One well known weather man who was working for the BBC at the time, managed to trip on a loose wire while making a long range forecast, and a nurse had to look at his ankle".

FOG

TV weather men are often labelled ‘quiet types’, unlike some of their more outlandish colleagues in TV light entertainment. But as Brian tells us, this ‘boring’ image could not be further from the truth.

BOTTOM

"You’d be amazed at some of the goings on behind the scenes at the meteorological office" he revealed. “We’re not as innocent as we appear on the screen”. Brian continues “On one occasion, after we’d been out to the pub for a lunchtime drink, our secretary turned around to find a queue of us waiting to pinch her bottom!”

INTERMITENT SNOW SHOWERS

Finally, says Brian, weather forecasting does have its lighter moments. He recalls how in one incident in 1949 he was a junior forecaster preparing to read a ‘live’ forecast for the West coast of Scotland. "Suddenly, I heard a snap, and when I looked down, my trousers were around my ankles. My braces had snapped!!"

"Luckily I was only doing a radio forecast at the time, otherwise it could have been quite embarrassing!"
Sunday gardener's vegetable surprise

I got the shock of my life one Sunday afternoon whilst digging away on my vegetable patch at the bottom of the garden. My spade struck something solid beneath the soil — a human skull!

I was horrified at first, but the situation was easily explained by the local vicar who informed us that the house was previously owned by a mass murderer.

S. Camboid
Herts

The other day whilst riding my bicycle a reckless driver knocked me flying, fracturing my skull and breaking both my legs in the process. Imagine my surprise when the driver opened his car door and offered me a drink from his half empty whisky bottle before staggering off for help.

It's nice to know that some people are still kind, considerate and helpful, and I am now well on the road to recovery in the intensive care unit at the local infirmary.

Mr Peter Rod
Hartlepool

Mower Exploded

I got a surprise last week when I plugged in our new lawn mower. It exploded, breaking almost every window in our street.

“Hardly surprising”, explained a fireman after extinguishing our blazing house. “It was a petrol mower.”

P. Liddon
Peterborough

After 8 weeks receiving treatment in a local private hospital my father died from a serious heart condition. To my amazement, a week later the hospital sent me a bill.

If a local garage had completely written off my car instead of repairing it I doubt if they'd have been so quick to send me a bill.

Mrs J. Jones
Blackheath

I live with my elderly mother and father, both of whom receive retirement pensions. However, I do not. I have written to my MP about this, but he merely points out that pensionable age in Britain is 65 and I am only 32.

This is all well and good, but I could be stuck be lightning tomorrow and may never reach pensionable age. It seems ridiculous that retirement pensions should be handed out to a minority of people who happen to be old, and not to everybody.

G. Barker
Rotherhyde

I was recently refused unemployment benefit by the Department of Employment on the grounds that I have a full time job. What nonsense.

Do the government seriously expect me to resign my job in order to qualify for benefit?

K. Kennedy
Milton Keynes

I followed electricity cables leading from our meter. To my surprise they ran underneath the garage and into a neighbour's house. Eventually, after much digging, I discovered that every house in our street is connected to the same cable.

No wonder the electricity board make such fat profits when they have every house in the street paying for the same bit of electricity. No doubt the gas board use the same trick.

Fred Dickinson
Cardiff

In the January sales I spotted a motor car reduced from its normal price of £2,995 to £2,495. “Save £500”, said the sales poster.

As I don't drive, I asked the assistant if I could simply take the £500, as I didn't want to buy the car. “No”, I was told.

It just goes to show what a con most of these 'Special Offers' are.

J. Bolton
Orpington

Is there something that annoys you or strikes you as being unfair? Letterbox gives you a chance to air your views. So write to Letterbox at Vic Comic, 16 Lily Crescent, Newcastle upon Tyne NE2 2SP, and mark you envelope “Annoyed about something”. Letterbox is open to letters on all subjects, so write today. There are prizes for every letter we print.

Crazy Leg Mix-up

After a recent road accident I was taken to hospital suffering from minor shock. I was even more shocked when I awoke the next day to find that both my legs had been removed.

There had been a mix up at the hospital, and my legs had been amputated by mistake. Luckily both the doctors and myself saw the funny side, and I have since been awarded damages of over £500,000.

L. Spencer
Norwood

British Rail say ‘we’re getting there’. Well I disagree. During the recent wintry weather I decided to take a train to work, as the roads were blocked by over 2 feet of snow. I took a seat on the platform at my local station and began to wait.

It wasn’t until 4 days later when the snow melted that I realised the station had been closed several years ago and the track removed.

Needless to say there had been no announcements to this effect, and not one member of staff was to be seen.

M. Scott-Jarvis
Redsmouth

TV System Not Fair

As a shift worker I only ever find the time to watch TV during the very early hours of the morning. At this time there are never any programmes to watch — usually just a blank screen accompanied by a loud and unpleasant humming noise.

However, I am expected to pay exactly the same amount for a TV license as my next door neighbour who benefits from a full range of daytime programmes.

Surely this system has got to be changed.

H. Parkinson
Burnley

I try to avoid using trains whenever possible, as the service is invariably poor. On a recent journey from Bristol to London my train eventually arrived, over 7 hours late — in Aberdeen.

B. Bradham
Bristol
Is there a PANSY at the Palace? We ask...

PRINCE OR PUFF?

Is Edward soft or what?

HRH Prince Edward's dramatic resignation from the Royal Marines has left Britain shocked and surprised. And it leaves an enormous question mark hanging over the Prince's head as he continues to ponder his future. It's a question the whole nation is asking. Is Prince Edward soft?

The Royal Family have a long proud history of producing fearless fighting men, courageous soldiers who have lead their country in battle over the centuries. Only recently Prince Andrew in his bullet riddled helicopter pointed the way to victory in the Falklands war, and already young Prince William has been seen 'putting himself about a bit' at his kindergarten school.

The Prince who 'plays with girls'

"What's he gonna do about it?" our reporter asked. There was a short silence, then we were cut off.

CAR PARK

Twenty minutes later we rang again and said that we didn't like Prince Edward's face. Again there was no reply.

Finally our reporter called again and offered to meet the Prince in a nearby car park to settle the matter. We waited in the car park for over an hour. There was no sign of the Prince.

GIRLS

And now, in the wake of our investigations, evidence is coming to light that Prince Edward spent several hours recently, during his leave from the Marines, playing 'girlish' children's games. But it is an undisputed fact that the Prince was more than happy to join in similar games during his early schooldays.

A spokesman for a leading toy shop in London refused to discuss allegations that the Prince regularly visited the store and purchased among other things teddy bears. But as the Prince drove away from the Royal Marine Commando training base at Lympstone in Devon for the last time, a package large enough to contain several childish 'teddy bears' was clearly visible in the back of his car.

STUFF

So has Prince Edward let the family down? His father, the Duke of Edinburgh, is believed to be furious over allegations that his youngest son, 5th heir to the throne, is a pansy. And the fact that at 22 years of age the Prince remains a bachelor, while brothers Charles and Andrew are happily married, has set alarm bells ringing inside the Palace.

SKIPPING

So far there has been no official comment from Buckingham Palace on the suggestion that Prince Edward spent more than a little time during his schooldays 'playing with girls'. Evidence that we found in a park opposite Buckingham Palace suggests that this habit may still exist.

So just what sort of stuff is Prince Edward made out of? We decided to find out for ourselves just how tough he really is. We rang Buckingham Palace and suggested that Prince Edward was a puff.

Toy shop — an artist's impression of the Prince at play.
FOR HEALTH & BEAUTY

Without Equal in the Treatment & Remedy of All Known Medical Complaints

The World Famous Trent House HIGH FREQUENCY APPARATUS

LEAZES LANE NEWCASTLE
Tel. 2612154

ALL SEASONS OF THE YEAR
DURING AN ELECTRICAL STORM, BUSTER GONAD WAS STRUCK IN THE TESTICLES BY A METEORITE WHICH EMITTED STRANGE COSMIC RAYS. HIS TESTICLES GREW TO TITANIC PROPORTIONS AND HE WAS CONVINCED THAT THEY NOW POSSESSED AWESOME AND UNEXPLAINED POWERS ETC ETC.

MR. BULLCRUSHER

GEE!! OUT TO ME AND EXPLAIN YOURSELF, GONAD!!

WELL, SIR, DURING AN ELECTRICAL STORM I WAS STRUCK IN THE TESTICLES BY A METEORITE WHICH EMITTED STRANGE COS...

NOW PUT THEM AWAY, BOY AND DON'T LET ME CATCH THEM ON DISPLAY AGAIN!

METERODITES INDEED!!

SIX OF THE BEST LATER...

CRUMBS, WHAT A THREATING, I'D BETTER ADOPT A TESTICULAR DISGUISE TO SAVE ME FROM ANOTHER

AND SO...

OH HO! I'VE TAKEN MY SPARE UNIFORM AND CUNNINGLY DISGUISED MY TESTICLES AS A SHORTER SCHOOLCHUM! GEE! HERE COMES BULLCRUSHER NOW!!

GOOD MORNING, BOYS.

GOOD MORNING, SIR.

BUT...

GOSH!! AHA!!

ONE THRESHING LATER...

MY TESTICLES ARE HIDDEN IN THE STORE CUPBOARD! I HOPE NO ONE CLOSES THE DOOR FOR NO APPARENT REASON.

I KNOW I'LL CLOSE THE CUPBOARD DOOR FOR NO APPARENT REASON.

LATER...

DON'T WORRY, READERS, I'VE DELIVERED MY GIANT TESTICLES INTO THIS EXTRA-LARGE SATCHEL

WHUMP

HOORAY! FOR BUSTER

HOLD IT, GONAD! THOSE LOOK REMARKABLY LIKE TESTICLE HAIR IN YOUR SATCHEL. C'MON, OPEN UP.
OH F**K! IT'S THOSE... PATHETIC SHARKS AGAIN!

IT'S HOLIDAY TIME IN SEACHESTER AND THE BEACHES ARE CROWDED... WHEN SUDDENLY...

SHARKS!!

YEAAAAAHHH!!! SCREAM!!!

RUN FOR YOUR LIVES!!

EVERYBODY OUT!!

WHY DON'T WE PLAY FOOTBALL?

OH YES! BAGS I'M KEVIN KEEGAN!

IT'S MY BALL, SO I'M GOING TO BE KEVIN KEEGAN!

WELL, REALLY?

NO YOU'RE NOT. I AM.

I WANT AN ICE CREAM!

WHAT A GOOD IDEA! LET'S ALL HAVE AN ICE CREAM

AND SO THE CRAP SHARKS SET ABOUT BUILDING A SANDCASTLE...

BUT LOOK! A SANDCASTLE COMPETITION. IF WE WIN IT WE'LL BE ABLE TO AFFORD LOTS OF ICE CREAMS!

IN THAT CASE, CAN I HAVE THREE... WITH RASPBERRY SAUCE ON?

AND LITTLE BITS OF CHOCOLATE!!

NO IT'S NOT. IT'S MY SPADE. AND I'M GOING TO USE IT TO BUILD MY OWN CASTLE... SO THERE!

LATER...

THERE WE ARE FINISHED!

CAN I HAVE MY ICE CREAMS NOW?

HEY LOOK! I'VE FOUND A BIG BLACK METAL UNDERWATER FOOTBALL, WITH UNUSUAL SPIKES PROTRUDING IN ALL DIRECTIONS!

AND THEN SHARKS' SCREAM... "MY BALL!!"

BLAM!

OH DEAR! I THINK IT BURST!

UNEXPLODED SEA MINE
BARNY the complete BASTARD!

HERE LITTLE OLD LADY'VE DONE YOUR SHOPPING!
WHAT'S THIS?
YOU BASTARD YOU BOUGHT SOUTH AFRICAN APPLES!
THAT HURT!
HOW! YOU BASTARD YOU'RE WEARING LEATHER SHOES!

...some animal died so make those shoes!

THUD!

CRUNCH!

OFFICER! THAT BASTARD PUSHED THIS OLD MAN UNDER MY CAR!
BUT!

OFFICER! YOU'RE UNDER ARREST!
BUT!

OCH!

BANG! BANG!

10 YEARS LATER...

I'M GOING TO KILL MYSELF BY JUMPING OUT OF 15 FLOOR WINDOW!

OH! DEAR - I SEEM TO HAVE PULLED AWAY A SUPPORTING BEAM!

OFFICER! THERE'S THE BASTARD RESPONSIBLE!

WAIT! THERE WAS A SECRET LABORATORY IN THE PENTHOUSE, AND THEY'VE INVENTED A BACTERIA THAT WILL KILL ALL OF MAN!

OH! DEAR! YOU BROKE THE BASTARD WHO DESTROYED MANKIND!

NO CHANCE OF GETTING IN NOW - YOU'RE THE BASTARD WHO DESTROYED MANKIND!
Every week is CRAZY BONKERS! at the B-B-B-BASTARD

BARLEY MOW

Monday

THE MONDAY CLUB 7:00 till 10:30 PM
FREE BEER! BUY 3 PINTS - SAVE THE STICKERS AND GET ONE FREE!

Tuesday

POP QUIZ
IN THE OLD ROOM. TEST YOUR MUSICAL KNOWLEDGE, OR LACK OF IT, AND GET PISSED.

STEAMINGLY SHIT HOT SOUNDS
ALL NIGHT IN THE NEW ROOM

Wednesday

THE BEST LOCAL BANDS LIVE IN THE NEW ROOM!
FEATURING THE SKYWALKERS (THEY MAKE THE BEATLES LOOK SHIT)
on the 11th, 18th, and 25th February.

Thursday Friday Saturday

SAMPLE THE UNIQUE BARLEY MOW ATMOSPHERE - EAR SPLITTING MUSIC, TIGHTLY PACKED SWEATY BODIES & BAD TEMPERED BAR STAFF

Sunday

YUM YUM! THE BEST SUNDAY LUNCH IN BRITAIN - ONLY £2.10

SUBJECT TO LICENSING PERMISSION SUNDAY NIGHT BLUES CLUB COMING SOON!

THE BARLEY MOW OFF THE QUAYSIDE NEWCASTLE
Cut your fuel bills in half this winter

WITH SHARP'S HOUSEHOLD SCISSORS. Send only £5.95 plus £1.50 post & packing to:

The SHARP SCISSOR Co Ltd. PO Box 5 Sheffield

Please send me a pair of scissors. I enclose £25.95

Name: ___________________________ Address: ___________________________

TURN YOURSELF INTO A FITTED KITCHEN IN FOURTEEN WEEKS!

BEFORE

THIS EXERCISE LIMBERS UP THOSE TECTIL MUSCLES AND MAKES YOU READY FOR THE COURSE, TRY IT JUMPING UP & DOWN ON A POINGING HORSE OR ANY OTHER ANIMAL

THIS IS THE FIRST EXERCISE FROM THIS YOU WILL TAKE ON THE CHARACTERS OF SLIDING DOORS IN ANI SCRATCH ORANGE LAMINATE IT WILL HELP IF YOU THINK CUPBOARD

AFTER

THIS WILL TURN YOU INTO A DRAW UNIT BEND THE LEGS AND ADD A PINE TOP

BECOME A BROOM CUPBOARD WITH TWO SHELF'S DEEP BREATHING WILL PRODUCE A WOOD VENEER TEXTURE

WHAT A LOW PRICE £895.99

World sales of this remarkable device total 47

G. QUOBB & CO. LUTON

ALL OUR FURITURE AT WAREHOUSE PRICES

CHAIR £3.950 p.a. plus rates

SETEE £75,000 FREEHOLD

JOE'S SUITE CENTRE LEEDS

HUNDREDS OF ITEMS
Billy the Fish

Half man, half fish, Fulchester United's brilliant young keeper Billy Thomson was about to fulfill his life-long ambition... to play for England.

In the changing rooms...

"Strange, there's nobody here!"

But as Billy emerged from the famous players tunnel onto the famous Wembley turf...

Everyone else must have already changed. I'd better get a move on...

Billy wasn't alone...

The man I believed to be England supremo Robby Robinson must have been an evil yet talented impressionist. But why lure me here, to Fulchester Stadium?

Oh no! The stadium has been locked and that hose has been left running! Soon the water level inside the ground will begin to rise... and rise...

And I'll be drowned!!!

Meanwhile, after the shock dismissal of team boss Tommy Brown, Fulchester Chairman Rick Sparkle acts swiftly to appoint a successor.

Fulchester United Football Club has got great potential, I enjoy a challenge, I'll play golf and I've always wanted to be a football manager.

Sure, I've seen that face before.

BILLY WASN'T ALONE...

Hose Pipe Water Valve

THERE'S SOMEONE IN THE STANDS!

Well, Mr. Erm... Smith, you've got the job!

Meanwhile, at Wembley Stadium things are beginning to look grim for Billy...

FULLCHESTER UNITED FOOTBALL CLUB

By the time I've finished my stint as manager, Fulchester United will be bottom of the first division and Grimthorpe City will be unchallenged as they bid for the first division championship!

Hat just as I thought. The stadium is almost empty. Mr. Smith is in fact none other than...

Gus Parker, the evil boss of our arch rival's Grimthorpe City!!

It wasn't long till Parker was in action... on the transfer market.

Hello! Is that fourth division no-hoper's Peddleworth Albion? This is Mr. J. Smith, the new boss at Fulchester United.

I'd like to swap all of our best players for some of your worst ones... and I'll throw in our brilliant keeper Billy Thomson free of charge!

But...

You're trespassing on Fulchester United property! Get out or I'll call the police.

Meanwhile, at Wembley Stadium set to become a watery grave for the young Fulchester number one, and is he really set to join no-hoper's Peddleworth Town on a free transfer? Don't miss issue 23!
OUTRAGEOUSLY OFFENSIVE CARTOONS

S I D

THE SEXIST

AYE, ME LUCK'S SO BAD
IF I FELL INTO A BUCKET
OF TITS I'D COME OUT
SUCKIN' ME THUMB!

HOW LADS! HOW SID, HOWS TRICKS?
GOT YASSEL' A WOMAN?

HAVE I SHITE! I'VE BEEN DEEN' THE
FIVE KNUCKLE SHUFFLE FOR WEEKS MAN!

OH AYE? BEEN GIVIN' IT SIX-NOWT ON
THE OWLD WALKIN' STICK EH SIDNEY?

AYE, IT'S LIKE A MAGNET-
ALL THE TOUGH CAN DOON THERE!

WHY AYE, IT'S LIKE A MAGNET-
ALL THE TOUGH CAN DOON THERE!

Wielding a weapon with the caption:
PRWDAR! HEY LADS, LOOK AT THE FUCKIN'
HEADLIGHTS ON THAT ONE!

WHY AYE, IT'S LIKE A MAGNET-
ALL THE TOUGH CAN DOON THERE!

CHOR! SHE'S GOT HER LUNCH!
WHAT A SHIRTFULL! GET YA KIT OFF PET!

PUT IT THIS WAY LADS-
I WOULDN'T CLIMB OWER
HER TO GET TO YE!

LOOK AT THIS ONE! HELL, I'D LOVE TO
JUMP ON HER BONES!

AYE! WHY NOT? I'LL USE ME NEW CHAT-UP LINE!
A REAL SMOOTHIE IS IT THEN?

PUT IT THIS WAY LADS-
I WOULDN'T CLIMB OWER
HER TO GET TO YE!

LOOK AT THIS ONE! HELL, I'D LOVE TO
JUMP ON HER BONES!

AYE! WHY NOT? I'LL USE ME NEW CHAT-UP LINE!
A REAL SMOOTHIE IS IT THEN?

JUST WATCH - IT WORKS EVERYTIME!

AYE! WHY NOT? I'LL USE ME NEW CHAT-UP LINE!
A REAL SMOOTHIE IS IT THEN?

JUST WATCH - IT WORKS EVERYTIME!

AYE! WHY NOT? I'LL USE ME NEW CHAT-UP LINE!
A REAL SMOOTHIE IS IT THEN?

JUST WATCH - IT WORKS EVERYTIME!

AYE! WHY NOT? I'LL USE ME NEW CHAT-UP LINE!
A REAL SMOOTHIE IS IT THEN?

JUST WATCH - IT WORKS EVERYTIME!

AYE! WHY NOT? I'LL USE ME NEW CHAT-UP LINE!
A REAL SMOOTHIE IS IT THEN?

JUST WATCH - IT WORKS EVERYTIME!

AYE! WHY NOT? I'LL USE ME NEW CHAT-UP LINE!
A REAL SMOOTHIE IS IT THEN?

JUST WATCH - IT WORKS EVERYTIME!

AYE! WHY NOT? I'LL USE ME NEW CHAT-UP LINE!
A REAL SMOOTHIE IS IT THEN?

JUST WATCH - IT WORKS EVERYTIME!
WHAT EXACTLY WERE YOU DOING DURING THE DAY YESTERDAY?

OH, THAT'S EASY. I WAS DOWN AT VOLUME IN NEWCASTLE CHECKIN' OUT ALL THE LATEST INDEPENDENT AND HEAVY ROCK RELEASES. IT'S MY LOCAL, FRIENDLY, INDEPENDENT RECORD STORE, GUVRNER!

BUT I THOUGHT WE ROBBED THE BANK YESTERDAY...

VOLUME RECORDS

VOLUME RECORDS, 30 RIDLEY PLACE, NEWCASTLE.
TEL. 232 1678

GOD TOLD ME TO DO IT
MAIL-ORDER T-SHIRTS
FELIX AND HIS AMAZING UNDERPANTS

PRESENTLY... MY AMAZING UNDERPANTS WILL SAFELY ABSORB THE ENTIRE FORCE OF THE EXPLOSION... FIRE AWAY!!

KABOOM!! RUMBLE!!
MUFFLED EXPLOSION

LATER AT HOME...

OH BOther! CHRISTMAS IS OVER. WHAT ON EARTH AM I GOING TO DO WITH THIS TREE?

I'VE GOT AN IDEA, DAD!

Soon...

I CAN CARRY THE TREE DOWN MY UNDERPANTS, THEN DISPOSE OF IT AT MY LEISURE!

JOLLY GOOD! IN THAT CASE YOU CAN TAKE ALL THIS SMELLY DOMESTIC REFUSE WITH YOU. THE BIN MEN ARE ON STRIKE.

I'M ABOUT TO DISPOSE OF THEM AT THE LOCAL DUMP!

Certainly! But it'll cost you 50p!!

AT THE DUMP...

THERE WE ARE! NOT A BAD DAY'S WORK...

EXCUSE ME, SON!

HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO EARN TEN POUNDS JUST FOR CARRYING SOMETHING IN THOSE UNDERPANTS OF YOURS?

A TENNER! ?? IT'S A DEAL!!

LATER...

EXCELLENT. ENCLOSED IN CONCRETE AND BURIED INSIDE THOSE UNDERPANTS THAT HIGHLY TOXIC NUCLEAR WASTE SHOULD BE SAFE FOR AT LEAST 2,000 YEARS! ARF ARF!!
THE MISSION OF THE BROWN BOTTLE

IT'S A QUIET NIGHT IN THE CITY. IN A BUSTY PUB, PEOPLE ARE AT REST AFTER A LONG HARD DAY. THE ATMOSPHERE IS HAPPY. EVERYTHING SEEMS TO BE NORMAL... BUT FOR HOW LONG...

MILD-MANNERED REPORTER BARRY BROWN IS ON HIS WAY TO THE BAR, WHEN SUDDENLY...

EXCUSE ME, EXCUSE ME, MAY I SQUEEZE PAST?

NUDGE!

OOOPS!

OH, I REG YOUR PAR DON' DID I SPILL YOUR DRINK?

I'M AFRAID YOU DID...

THIS IS A JOB FOR... THE I-NKREDIBLE... AM-H-MAZING... F-F-F-FUCKIN' F-FANTASTIC...

DO YOU MIND?!!

ONOFF!!!

HERE! H-H-HERE! I-HAVE A SSSWIG O'THIS, HOWAY SOON...

60 AN... HAVE A F-F-FUCKIN' SWIG!

LOOK... ERM... IT'S QUITE ALRIGHT.

JUST FORGET IT, EH?

B-B-B- BROWN B-B-BOTTLE...

NAAAAGH! NAAAAGH! I'LL GET YAAA P-P-PINT!

'YA FUCKAH! W-W-WHY AYE SON, YA FUCKAH!

CRASH!

SMASH! BANG!!

OUT YOU GO, SON. AND THIS TIME, YOU'RE BARRED!

HAAAAAY MAN! B-B-Bought HIM A F-F-FUCKIN' PINT, MAN. EEEEZ ME B-B-BEST MATE!

AND SO ONCE AGAIN OUR HERO STUMBLES BLINDLY INTO THE SHADOWS, AS A THANKFUL CITY BIDS FAREWELL TO THE BROWN BOTTLE.

 HEY-HEY... CUMMERE PAL! CUMMERE!

WHADDAYA DRINKIN' P-P-PAL, EH?

HOWAY PAL, I'LL G-G-GET Y'A PINT!

HOWAY, W-W-WHADDAYA DRINKIN' PAL.

AYE, YA F-F-F-F-FUCKAH! CH-CH-CH-CH-

CHEERS PAL!!

HERE PAL! 'AVE BOUGHT VAAAH PINT.

HAAAAI MAN Y&A B-B-BASTAH YAH!

HAAAAAY MAN! B-B-Bought HIM A F-F-FUCKIN' PINT, MAN. EEEEZ ME B-B-BEST MATE!

AHH FUUUUCK YERZ ALL!
HE'S BIG, HE'S BAD, AND HE'S MAD. IF THE ODDS ARE STACKED AGAINST YOU...IF YOU HAVE NOWHERE LEFT TO TURN...HE'S YOUR LAST RESORT. A BERSERK ONE-MAN JUGGERNAUT OF DEATH ON THE TRAIL TO HELL AND BACK.

THE LIQUIDIZER

7:30PM - THE PHONE RINGS IN KEVIN NASTY'S CAR...

HELLO - IS THAT THE LIQUIDIZER? I NEED YOUR HELP...

15 MINUTES LATER...

O.K. - TELL ME ABOUT YOUR PROBLEMS

DIBBER IS ASHEN-FACED WITH WORRY - SOMEONE IS TRYING TO KILL ME... WHAT WAS THAT NOISE?

THE LIQUIDIZER ARRIVES AT THE HOME OF NORMAN DIBBER PACKING A .383 MAGNUM LUGER PPK AND ENOUGH MERCURY SLUGS TO STOP A TANK REGIMENT...

IT SOUNDED LIKE THE PLUMBING.

YOU SEE, WHEN THE HEADER TANK EMPTIES, THE BALL FLOAT DROPS AND OPENS THE RISING MAIN STOP VALVE. IF THE FLANGE COMES LOOSE - THEN THE WHOLE FLOAT SPLIT-PIN GROMMET ASSEMBLY COULD NEED REBORING OR EVEN REPLACING.

I'M GOING TO NEED A 1½" WHITWORTH RING SPANNER...

DO YOU HAVE A RATCHET VALVE WRENCH?

NEXT WEEK - IN ANOTHER ADVENTURE - THE LIQUIDIZER REPLACES THE CLUTCH MASTER CYLINDER ON A MK5 HILLMAN AVENGER.
"Suddenly, time was the only thing that mattered. I had to get to The Virgin Comic Shop before it was too late!"

Virgin Comic Shop
Virgin Megastore
1-16 Oxford Street
London W1
or phone PAUL COPPIN
01-331 1324 Ext 260
Open Mon-Sat 10.00am-9.00pm

SUBSCRIBE TO VIZ AND THIS WASHING MACHINE COULD BE YOURS!

If you want to become a new subscriber you'd better hurry up before prices go up again! Send for a subscription today and you too could be saving money. It now costs £5.20 to have six consecutive issues of Viz Comic sent to you by post direct from our printers. Simply send a cheque or postal order, crossed and made payable to 'Viz Comic' to: Viz Comic Subscriptions, 328 Kensal Road, London W10 5XJ.

If you'd like to receive more than one copy of each issue add £4.10 for each additional copy you require. You may want to order an extra copy for a close friend or relative, or for that very special person in your life. A subscription to Viz Comic also makes an ideal birthday gift.

Overseas subscribers send £9.00 (sterling) for six issues, plus £6.00 per additional copy.

THE HOTPOINT 9665D WASHING MACHINE IS AVAILABLE IN THE SHOPS TO ALL VIZ SUBSCRIBERS FOR AROUND £440

Looking for a good time?
Then advertise in Viz. Ring Siobhan (01) 928 2383
Win 500 Toilet Rolls!

Here's your chance to win every toilet goer's dream — a lorry load of toilet tissue.

Yes, we're literally giving away 500 toilet rolls to the winner of this issue's Spot The Pot competition. It's fun, it's free to enter and it's the ideal way to brighten up your visits to public lavatories.

Pictured above is a male urinal. All you have to do is tell us where this toilet is. It's somewhere in the UK, and there's a fair chance you might have used it while on holiday. Here's one more clue to help you on your way.

Here's a loo you might have seen
While licking on a fresh ice cream
Whether you need to go or not
You have to stop when you reach this spot

If you think you recognise the toilet, here's what you do to claim the prize. Send us a postcard telling us exactly where the toilet is, and briefly describing its surroundings. Send the postcard to 'Spot The Pot 87', Viz Comic, 16 Lily Crescent, Newcastle upon Tyne NE2 2SF. The sender of the first correct entry will receive, by special delivery, 500 rolls of soft toilet tissue PLUS a copy of the Viz Comic Big Hard One. Happy hunting.

©Poor Quality Doctor Jokes 1986

THE RETURN OF SKINHEED

READERS MAY RECALL HOW IN ISSUE 8, SKINHEED, THE PSYCHO MONSTER MACHINE, WAS THOUGHT TO HAVE DIED WHEN THE EARTH COLLIDED WITH THE SUN. BUT 5 YEARS LATER, ON A REMOTE RESEARCH STATION DEEP IN OUTER SPACE...
**Ossie's Tattoo Surgery**

Established 1962
Piercing Service
Autoclave Sterilisation
Ultrasonic Cleaning
International Tattoo Artist of the Year 1984-85
Registered Member of BTAF, TCGB, ETAA.
No person under 18 tattooed
Your work or mine

Perhaps you should have gone to a professional, darling.

The Wizard

Hours: Tues/Wed 12:00 - 5:00pm,
Thurs/Fri 4:00 - 9:00pm,
Sat 10:00am - 5:00pm

8 Byker Bridge Newcastle
Tel: (091) 265 3149 & (0632) 320257

---

**CLUB ANTIPOP**

at the Mayfair each Thursday

9.30 till 2am

Except Feb 5th, 12th
& March 26th - CLOSED

Admission 50p before 10.30pm
£1 after

Draught BEER & LAGER
80p a pint All Evening!!

Newgate Street, Newcastle 232 3109.

---

**Get HEALTHY at MANDALA WHOLEFOODS**

MANOR HOUSE RD, JESMOND NEWCASTLE
Mon Tues Wed 9:30 - 9:00 Thurs Fri 9:30 - 7:00 Sat 9:30 - 5:30

Try our: Organically grown fruit & veg.
Additive free food Widest range of herbs & spices (loose)
Free range eggs Wholesome staff Late opening Thursday

---

**G-SHIRTS**

If you've got a personal message that would look fucking great on a T-shirt or S-shirt then we will print it for you.

Sizes: S, M, L, XL Finest Quality:

40% T-SHIRTS + S-TSHIRTS

Colours: Black/White Red/Blue/Navy Blue Grey/Red/Pink/Blue

LETTERS:

= Red/White & Blue/Black

SIZES:

T-SHIRTS £2.99
S-SHIRTS £2.99

LETTERS: 10p each

To order, simply state size, message, colour and don't forget your 2nd choice for colour.

You can pay by:- P.O., CHEQUE, ACCESS, VISA

Made payable to G-SHIRTS, NOT FORGETING 50p for pep for each ITEM.

Viz is available in Hartlepool from G-SHIRTS
IT'S HELPFUL HERBERT!

HI KIDS! I'M HELPFUL HERBERT AND I JUST LOVE TO HELP PEOPLE ALL THE TIME!

I'M HELPING MRS. THOMSON RIGHT NOW BY TAKING THIS BAG OF OLD CLOTHES TO THE DUMP FOR HER.

THEN...

YOU LOOK BUSY MRS. JONES! COULD I HELP YOU IN ANY WAY?

YES PLEASE, WOULD YOU BEAT THIS OLD RUG FOR ME?

WHY CERTAINLY!

OH DEAR! POOR MRS. GREEN HAS ACCIDENTALLY SET HERSELF ON FIRE. I SHALL RENDER ASSISTANCE BY BEATING OUT THE FLAMES.

CRIPES! MY TROUSERS COT KITTED OFF!

MEANWHILE - THERE IS A COMMOTION NEARBY...

HELP! FIRE!!

SO, A FEW MINUTES LATER...

SO...

OH NO KIDS! IN THIS OUTFIT EXCESSIVE DUST WILL NO LONGER POSE A PROBLEM!

WHUMP

WHUMP

WHUMP

UNFORTUNATELY, AS HERBERT STRIKES THE BAG, HUGE CLOUDS OF DUST FORCE HIM TO RETREAT...

COUGH CHOKING ETC.

A FEW MOMENTS LATER...

ALL MRS. GREEN'S CLOTHES ARE ON FIRE!

ECK! ETC.

HELLO HELLO HELLO, WHAT'S ALL THIS COMMOTION THEN?

CRIPES! IT'S PC. PERKINS!

I WARN YOU THAT ANYTHING YOU SAY MAY BE TAKEN DOWN AND USED AS EVIDENCE AGAINST YOU.

WHERE AM I?

OOF.
Sod Richard Branson.

PET SOUNDS
now have THREE record shops.

Visit our new megastore
at The Basement,
6 Old Eldon Square,
Newcastle. Tel. 261 7364

New & second hand LPs, singles and EPs
bought & sold plus a wide range of posters.
ALSO AT
Clayton St. West, Newcastle. Tel. 261 0479
Frederick St, Sunderland. Tel. 655615

Look out for PET SOUNDS world record
attempt to cross the Atlantic in a
plastic bin liner.

UP YOURS PET SOUNDS
Who do you think publishes this?

Thanks for the advert.

Richard Branson
LAST TIME CAPTAIN CAPTURED WAS IN DEEP TROUBLE ... IT WAS GETTING DEEPER ALL THE TIME ... YES THE SULPHURIC ACID WAS JUST ABOUT TO DISSOLVE HIM WHEREUPON HIS DISSOLVED BODY WOULD ALMOST CERTAINLY BE CHOPPED TO BITS BY THE WHIRLING BLADES AND THEN, AS LUCK WOULD HAVE IT, THE PIECES WOULD PROBABLY BE STUNG TO DEATH BY KILLER BEES, WHICH WERE HEADING FOR HIM AT THAT VERY MOMENT.

...NOW READ ON...

IF I CAN JUST GET ... THIS ... 

SECRET CAPSULE OUT OF MY NOSE

AND GET IT TO BREAK ON THE WHIRLING BLADES - THE CHEMICAL IN IT WILL MIX WITH THE ACID AND CONVERT IT TO...

...HONEY! THIS HAS NEUTRALISED THE ACID, STOPPED THE WHIRLING BLADES ... DISTRRACTED THE BEES ... AND ...

IT ALLOWS ME TO SCALE THE WALLS AND...

SHEEPR: A SEAT I THINK I'LL HAVE A WEET REST

... NOT SO FAST, CAPTAIN... WHAT'S THAT NOISE... THE FLOOR IS SLIDING... WHAT'S THAT... ON NO!

SNAP

IT'S SHARKS! ... BUT IT WILL BE O.K. AS LONG AS THEY DON'T SMELL BLOOD

AT THAT MOMENT, AS IF IN DIRECT CONTRA-DICTION OF HIS HOPES AND PRAYERS ... CAPTAIN CAPTURED GETS A NOSE BLEED

AS THE FLOOR DISAPPEARS THINGS LOOK BAD BUT JUST THEN THE CAPTAIN Notices, HIGH UP ON THE WALL ... A KEY ... IF HE CAN ONLY REACH IT IN TIME HE CAN UNLOCK HIS BONDS AND STOP HIS NOSE BLEED ... BUT CAN HE? ... AND WILL IT? ...... STAND BY FOR MORE ... INCARCERATED CAPERS NEXT TIME!
**ROGER MELLIE**

**THE UNEMPLOYED MAN ON THE TELLY**

ROGER HAS FOUND A NEW JOB - READING THE NEWS ON THE RADIO...

OKAY ROGER, YOU'LL BE USING THIS STUDIO, MAKE YOURSELF AT HOME.

HEY, GREAT!

SURE, NO PROBLEM

YOU'LL BETTER TAKE A LOOK AT THESE SCRIPTS, YOU'VE GOT A BULLETIN TO READ IN TEN MINUTES.

NOW, CAN WE HAVE A BIT OF VOICE LEVEL, ROGER? JUST SAY A FEW WORDS FOR ME.

SHORTLY... I'M JUST THINKING, ROGER, WILL THAT BE OKAY?

WELL... IT DOESN'T REALLY MATTER ON THE RADIO, DOES IT?

OR DO YOU WANT SOMETHING A BIT LESS DRESSY?

MM... YEAH... I GUESS SO. I THINK WE'LL GET AWAY WITH IT.

COME ON ROGER! YOU'RE ON IN A MOMENT. ARE YOU READY YET?

WE DON'T NEED LIGHTS ROGER, EVERYTHING'S FINE. WE'RE ALL SET. FORGET THE LIGHTS!

BY THE WAY... WHICH CAMERA WILL I BE ON, BOB?

AND NOW IT'S OVER TO ROGER MELLIE AT THE RADIO NEWSDESK...!

HELLO AND WELCOME TO THE NEWS, WITH YOUR HOST ROGER MELLIE!

FOR CHRIST'S SAKE, ROGER! THERE'S NO CAMERA! THERE'S NO LIGHTS! THIS IS RADIO! YOU JUST READ THE NEWS INTO THE MICROPHONE, OKAY?!

RIGHT, YOU'RE ON! STANDBY... 3-2-1... AND... CUE ROGER!

...AND NOW IT'S OVER TO ROGER MELLIE AT THE RADIO NEWSDESK...!

AHEM AHEM!

HEY - TAKE IT EASY! WHATEVER YOU SAY, NO PROBLEM, READY WHEN YOU ARE, BOB.

FOR CHRIST'S SAKE, ROGER! THERE'S NO CAMERA! THERE'S NO LIGHTS! THIS IS RADIO! YOU JUST READ THE NEWS INTO THE MICROPHONE, OKAY?!

RIGHT, YOU'RE ON! STANDBY... 3-2-1... AND... CUE ROGER!

AND NOW IT'S OVER TO ROGER MELLIE AT THE RADIO NEWSDESK...!

AHEM AHEM!

HEY - TAKE IT EASY! WHATEVER YOU SAY, NO PROBLEM, READY WHEN YOU ARE, BOB.

FOR CHRIST'S SAKE, ROGER! THERE'S NO CAMERA! THERE'S NO LIGHTS! THIS IS RADIO! YOU JUST READ THE NEWS INTO THE MICROPHONE, OKAY?!

RIGHT, YOU'RE ON! STANDBY... 3-2-1... AND... CUE ROGER!

AND NOW IT'S OVER TO ROGER MELLIE AT THE RADIO NEWSDESK...!

AHEM AHEM!

HEY - TAKE IT EASY! WHATEVER YOU SAY, NO PROBLEM, READY WHEN YOU ARE, BOB.

FOR CHRIST'S SAKE, ROGER! THERE'S NO CAMERA! THERE'S NO LIGHTS! THIS IS RADIO! YOU JUST READ THE NEWS INTO THE MICROPHONE, OKAY?!

RIGHT, YOU'RE ON! STANDBY... 3-2-1... AND... CUE ROGER!

AND NOW IT'S OVER TO ROGER MELLIE AT THE RADIO NEWSDESK...!

AHEM AHEM!

HEY - TAKE IT EASY! WHATEVER YOU SAY, NO PROBLEM, READY WHEN YOU ARE, BOB.

FOR CHRIST'S SAKE, ROGER! THERE'S NO CAMERA! THERE'S NO LIGHTS! THIS IS RADIO! YOU JUST READ THE NEWS INTO THE MICROPHONE, OKAY?!

RIGHT, YOU'RE ON! STANDBY... 3-2-1... AND... CUE ROGER!

AND NOW IT'S OVER TO ROGER MELLIE AT THE RADIO NEWSDESK...!

AHEM AHEM!

HEY - TAKE IT EASY! WHATEVER YOU SAY, NO PROBLEM, READY WHEN YOU ARE, BOB.

FOR CHRIST'S SAKE, ROGER! THERE'S NO CAMERA! THERE'S NO LIGHTS! THIS IS RADIO! YOU JUST READ THE NEWS INTO THE MICROPHONE, OKAY?!

RIGHT, YOU'RE ON! STANDBY... 3-2-1... AND... CUE ROGER!

AND NOW IT'S OVER TO ROGER MELLIE AT THE RADIO NEWSDESK...!

AHEM AHEM!

HEY - TAKE IT EASY! WHATEVER YOU SAY, NO PROBLEM, READY WHEN YOU ARE, BOB.

FOR CHRIST'S SAKE, ROGER! THERE'S NO CAMERA! THERE'S NO LIGHTS! THIS IS RADIO! YOU JUST READ THE NEWS INTO THE MICROPHONE, OKAY?!

RIGHT, YOU'RE ON! STANDBY... 3-2-1... AND... CUE ROGER!

AND NOW IT'S OVER TO ROGER MELLIE AT THE RADIO NEWSDESK...!

AHEM AHEM!

HEY - TAKE IT EASY! WHATEVER YOU SAY, NO PROBLEM, READY WHEN YOU ARE, BOB.

FOR CHRIST'S SAKE, ROGER! THERE'S NO CAMERA! THERE'S NO LIGHTS! THIS IS RADIO! YOU JUST READ THE NEWS INTO THE MICROPHONE, OKAY?!

RIGHT, YOU'RE ON! STANDBY... 3-2-1... AND... CUE ROGER!

AND NOW IT'S OVER TO ROGER MELLIE AT THE RADIO NEWSDESK...!

AHEM AHEM!

HEY - TAKE IT EASY! WHATEVER YOU SAY, NO PROBLEM, READY WHEN YOU ARE, BOB.

FOR CHRIST'S SAKE, ROGER! THERE'S NO CAMERA! THERE'S NO LIGHTS! THIS IS RADIO! YOU JUST READ THE NEWS INTO THE MICROPHONE, OKAY?!

RIGHT, YOU'RE ON! STANDBY... 3-2-1... AND... CUE ROGER!

AND NOW IT'S OVER TO ROGER MELLIE AT THE RADIO NEWSDESK...!

AHEM AHEM!

HEY - TAKE IT EASY! WHATEVER YOU SAY, NO PROBLEM, READY WHEN YOU ARE, BOB.

FOR CHRIST'S SAKE, ROGER! THERE'S NO CAMERA! THERE'S NO LIGHTS! THIS IS RADIO! YOU JUST READ THE NEWS INTO THE MICROPHONE, OKAY?!

RIGHT, YOU'RE ON! STANDBY... 3-2-1... AND... CUE ROGER!

AND NOW IT'S OVER TO ROGER MELLIE AT THE RADIO NEWSDESK...!

AHEM AHEM!
YOU ONLY GET ONE MINUTE TO READ THE NEWS, ROGER. YOU RAN OUT OF TIME! YOU BLEW IT!!

LISTEN. WE'RE ON AGAIN IN AN HOUR. THIS TIME, KEEP IT SHORT AND SHARP, OKAY? PERHAPS WE CAN LOSE A BIT OF YOUR INTRO. YOU KNOW, AND TRY TO CONCENTRATE ON NEWS!

An Hour Later...

OY! STANDBY. REMEMBER, THIS TIME JUST GO STRAIGHT INTO THE NEWS. FIVE SECONDS.

Hey, cool it, Bob. I'm on the case. I can handle these situations!

SURE THING, BOB, I'LL HANDLE IT. LEAVE IT TO ME.

Right, let's see what we've got.

Mmm... It says, 'Lovely Lucy, 19, is looking forward to a fortnight in the sun, modelling for a top fashion agency.'

Puh! She's a bit of alright! Look at the size of those tits!!

No problem!

Hello, this is Roger Mellie, with a look at the latest news.

Puah! She's a bit of alright! Look at the size of those tits!!

There's a crossword on page 23, but that's not really news... so that's about it then... unless I've got time to read the horoscopes?

There's a crossword on page 23, but that's not really news... so that's about it then... unless I've got time to read the horoscopes?

Roger? What happened to your script? You're supposed to read from the script!

Roger? What happened to your script? You're supposed to read from the script!

Now listen, Roger. This is a ten minute programme. Coming up so stick to the script! We may be a bit short of news, so take your time!

Hello, this is Roger Mellie, with the news.

Hello, this is Roger Mellie, with the news.

I'll tell you what. I'll chuck in a funny story at the end, you know. To finish on a light note!

I'll tell you what. I'll chuck in a funny story at the end, you know. To finish on a light note!

Come on, Bob. I'm a natural. Who needs scripts?

Come on, Bob. I'm a natural. Who needs scripts?

Fifty-five minutes pass...

Fifty-five minutes pass...

Roger! What happened to your script? You're supposed to read from the script!

Roger! What happened to your script? You're supposed to read from the script!


Hello, good afternoon. Roger Mellie here with the news.

Hello, good afternoon. Roger Mellie here with the news.

Nine minutes later...

Nine minutes later...

Three people are missing after their boat capsized at sea early this morning.

Three people are missing after their boat capsized at sea early this morning.

Well done. Perfect timing, you can do one more item.

Well done. Perfect timing, you can do one more item.

And finally, on a lighter note, News of a small rabbit found walking along the M1 near Watford today.

And finally, on a lighter note, News of a small rabbit found walking along the M1 near Watford today.

I ran the cunt over.

I ran the cunt over.

You're fired.

You're fired.

Will Roger find a new job in time for the next issue?

Will Roger find a new job in time for the next issue?

(On: Jealous)

(On: Jealous)
EVERYBODY KNOWS A RUDE WORD OR TWO. THE ONLY TROUBLE IS YOU'RE NOT ALLOWED TO USE THEM. EVEN ON TV, RUDE WORDS AREN'T ALLOWED UNTIL AFTER 9.00 P.M.

BUT DON'T WORRY. IF YOU'VE BEEN ITCHING TO USE A RUDE WORD LATELY, THEN NOW'S YOUR CHANCE. BECAUSE WE'RE HAVING A UNIQUE RUDE WORD COMPETITION AND WE WANT YOU TO TELL US THE RUDEST WORD YOU KNOW.

THERE ARE FOUR SIMPLE PARTS TO THIS FUN COMPETITION. ONCE YOU HAVE COMPLETED THEM ALL, SEND THEM BACK AND THINK UP THE RUDEST WORD YOU KNOW. WHATEVER YOU DO, DON'T SAY IT. JUST WRITE IT DOWN ON A LARGE PIECE OF PAPER, FOLD IT UP AND SEAL IT IN A SMALL ENVELOPE. WRITE YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS ON THE BACK OF THE ENVELOPE, AND WRITE 'RUDE WORD' CLEARLY ON THE FRONT. YOUR RUDE WORD WILL BE OPENED AND READ BY PERSONS AGED OVER 18.

THEN PLACE THE ENVELOPE, TOGETHER WITH YOUR COMPETITION ANSWERS, INSIDE A LARGER ENVELOPE AND SEND IT TO VIZ COMIC RUDE WORD COMPETITION, 16 LILY CRESCENT, NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE, NE2 2SP.


AS AN ADDED BONUS THE 'RUDE KID' WILL BE SHOUTING THE MOST RUDE OF THE SIX WINNING WORDS AT HIS MOTHER IN ISSUE 23. SO HURRY UP AND GET YOUR ENTRIES IN AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. GOOD LUCK, BUT PLEASE REMEMBER. IT'S IMPOLITE TO USE RUDE WORDS IN PUBLIC, AND NEVER SWEAR IN THE PRESENCE OF CHILDREN.

1. ARRANGE THE FOLLOWING FOUR WORDS IN ORDER OF RUDENESS, STARTING WITH THE LEAST RUDE AND ENDING WITH THE MOST OFFENSIVE.

BRA
SNOT
INTERCOURSE
STOOLS
FAECES

2. CAN YOU JUMBLE THESE ANAGRAMS TO MAKE FOUR RUDE WORDS?

CREENORUIST TOLSO
CAFEES BAR STON

3. THERE ARE BAGS OF RUDE WORDS AND PHRASES HIDDEN IN THE TERRIBLY RUDE WORD SQUARE. CAN YOU FIND THEM ALL?

CONDOSM SHITE BM
BOAR BREAD STAROA
UKNOBS SNIERS A
STITUROSHSUT OT
TPFTRA EI STOMU
NETOPAKTEECS R
ALUMSSCLLRAB P
PDRSIGIEPIENA R
DPOOHOLENJIAO D
NAKEDLADIESVNU
UNDEGARMENON

4. HOW MANY RUDE WORDS OF THREE LETTERS OR MORE CAN YOU MAKE USING THE LETTERS IN THE FOLLOWING PHRASE? LIST AS MANY AS YOU CAN.

CHRONIC
CONSTIPATION

YET ANOTHER EXCITING ADVENTURE WITH HARRY HOOVER AND HIS COMPUTER!

HI KIDS - I'M HARRY HOOVER AND I GET UP TO ALL SORTS OF FRANKS WITH MY COMPUTER.

DON'T FORGET! MORE FRANKS NEXT WEEK!
Virgin knocks the bollocks off other record shops.

JUDGE DUFF IS ON PATROL IN MAKE-BELIEVE MUNDANE AGES CITY!

JUDGE DUFF—THAT PERV HAS JUST STOLEN MY HAND BAG!

BAM! BANG!

YOU KNOW YOU’VE JUST KILLED ALL THOSE PEOPLE YOU GOING TO DO ABOUT IT?

LOOCHY ROY—I’VE JUST HAD AN INQUEST IN MY HEAD AND FOUND IT WAS JUSTifiable HOMICIDE—AND YOU'RE NICKED FOR OBSTRUCTION!

MISSED!

I’VE WASTED ENOUGH TIME I MUST GET AFTER THE PERV WITH THE HANG BAG!

BAM! BANG!

HE’S GOT HIS HAND IN A BAG!

OH! WELL BUGGER ME—HE DIDN'T HAVE A GUN IN THERE—ONLY SWEETS AND NO-ONES PERFECT!

THAT CRAZY NUTTER WILL HAVE ME IF I EXCUSE ME COULD YOU HOLD THIS?

YES!

BUT OFFICER IT WASN'T ME. I WAS GIVEN IT BY A MAN I’VE NEVER MET BEFORE!

HERRRRRRRRRRRR!

THAT'S WHAT THEY ALL SAY—YOU'RE NICKED!

DID YOU DROP THIS MONEY IN MY POCKET OFFICE? HERE TAKE IT BACK!

WUM? OH YEAH! WELL OFF YOU GO SIR AND DON'T DO IT AGAIN!

OH! NO! I'VE PARKED ON DOUBLE YELLOW LINES AND THE PENAL IS DEATH!

BUT I THINK I'LL JUST GRANT MYSELF A PARDON!

YOU MAY PARDON PARKING ON DOUBLE YELLOW LINES EU JUDGE DUFF—BUT
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The VJ Top 10

No 1
FLESH FOR LULU
£39.37
(Idol) (Beggars Banquet)

No 2
A CERTAIN RATIO
£8.99
(Force) (LP) (Factory)

No 3
THE GODFATHERS
£1.26
(Hit by Hit) (LP) (Corporate Image)

No 4
DEF-A-KATORS
£5.55
(When I'm Killing Grandma) (Stanzine)

No 5
FOGLIFTERS
£3.00
(Anything) (Imaginarion)

No 6
PSST
£1.77
(Pest) (El Frenzy)

No 7
SO ROMANTIK
5p
(A Song From The Heart) (So Romantic)

No 8
ROB HURT
1p
(The Dead Zone) (Demo Cassette)

No 9
THE SOUP DRAGONS
(200 pts.
(A threat) (Raw TV Products)

No 10
14 ICED BEARS
250 pts.
(Inside) (Frank Records)

There's only one band going anywhere in this issue's Top Ten and that's FLESH FOR LULU. They came in with a bulging sackful of gifts, and it sends their single, 'Idol' flying in at number one with a massive total of £39.37, making A CERTAIN RATIO's effort of £8.99 look very humble indeed. Blackpool's DEF-A-KATORS are the only outfit to muster a fiver in what is otherwise a dull chart.

Probably the most unusual entry is by THE GODFATHERS who left four cans of beer on our doorstep. A total value of only £1.26, but we decided to give them third place anyway.

Win Six Great Discs!

To celebrate FLESH FOR LULU's first ever number one outing we're giving away a pile of records which they sent us. All you have to do is answer the following questions:

1. Flesh For Lulu is an unusual name for a group, but can you name the scottish singer whose unusual four letter name appears in their name?
2. What is the capital of Scotland?

Then, as a tie breaker, tell us in not more than a dozen words how much money you'll give to us for the records. There are six albums to be won, by Peter Murphy, The Fall, Gene Loves Jezebel, The Bolshoi, Icicle Works and The Go-Betweens. So send your answers, on postcards only please, to the VJ Top Ten address as soon as possible.

Meanwhile, if you have a record which you'd like to appear in the Viz Top Ten, and you've got the cash to prove it, send it to us at: Viz Top Ten, Viz Comic, 16 Lily Crescent, Newcastle upon Tyne NE2 2SP. But remember, gifts will only be valued at 75% of their estimated retail cost.

Next Big Thing

Readers of Viz Comic number 2 may recall the name Low Profile. They were the dynamic young pop group lead by Dave Maughan who we tipped for big things.

Alas, Low Profile eventually fizzled out. And similarly, all Dave's subsequent projects, among them The Dancing Spoons, have come to nothing. Now Dave's latest venture, Lies, all lies! look set to go the same way.

Their single, 'Still Night Air', has been in the shops for almost a year now, selling only 48 copies.

"The problem is, we're not very good", Dave told us recently. "But I'm still determined to make it as the next big thing in the pop business".

Crap

However the road to the top is tough, especially when you're crap. But plucky Dave hasn't given up hope. Indeed Lies, all lies! are set to appear on The... Tube TV pop show this month. "With a bit of luck we will be the latest big thing by this time next year", cheps Dave.

Meanwhile, his record is still available in the shops.

Win a modern new 'CD' record

Manchester band A CERTAIN RATIO who came second in this issue's Top Ten sent us their compact disc version of their current LP 'Force'. Unfortunately we haven't got a compact disc type record player, so we're having to give it away.

To win this fabulous compact disc simply answer the following Manchester oriented questions on a postcard, and send your entries to us at the Top Ten address.

1. Manchester is famous...
Next to ST. THOMAS NEWS
other newsagents look crap

ST. THOMAS STREET, NEWCASTLE
Tel. 232 5730
Just off the Haymarket (next to Peacock's plastic boob joint). Open all day Sunday.

We deliver papers FREE, sell sarnis, tabs, Mars bars etc. And we stay open long after all the other newsagents are tucked up in bed with their hot milk and porno magazines.

CONCERT BAR
& LUNCHEON ROOMS
CITY HALL COLLEGE STREET NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE 1 2322144
HOT MEALS · SANDWICHES · REAL ALE · IMPORTED BEERS · VIDEO JUKEBOX

WILLOW TEAS
Restaurant

Good home cooking value for money
BRING YOUR OWN WINE
35a ST GEORGES TERRACE
JESMOND Tel. 2813890
Mon - Fri 8am-9pm
Sat 8am-5pm

Okay, okay. I give up. Now, where can we go to get a bite to eat? I'm starving!

Why not try either the CONCERT BAR or WILLOW TEAS. Both serve first class grub in a wonderful atmosphere, Guv'nor.

But I thought we robbed the bank yesterday...
**VIZ T-SHIRTS**

Superior quality 100% combed cotton T-Shirts, lovingly hand printed with exclusive VIZ Comic designs. Treat yourself to one of our four fabulous T-Shirts, or surprise a friend or loved one with a truly original gift. These unique, once in a lifetime T-Shirts cost a mere £5.00 each, inclusive of wrappings and postal delivery. As a special offer the 'BIG VIZ COMIC T-SHIRT' design is suitable for all the family and printed in dazzling red and black on a white background, costs only £5.99 for a limited period only. Buy six and get a FREE postcard.

To buy anything advertised on this page simply make out a cheque or postal order payable to 'House of Viz' and send it, together with your order, to VIZ Comic Armchair Shopping Department, Viz House, 16 Lilac Crescent, Newcastle upon Tyne NE2 2SP. Remember to include your name and address, written clearly in big capital letters, and a post code if possible. Delivery normally takes between 10 and 14 days. If you experience any difficulties contact the Armchair Shopping Switchboard on (081) 281 8177. (Please note Subscriptions are available from a separate address.)

---

**POST CARDS**

1. TOO YOUNG TO LOVE
2. BILLY THE FISH
3. FELIX & HIS AMAZING UNDERPANTS
4. JOHNNY FARTPANTS
5. MR LOGIC
6. THE BOTTOM INSPECTORS
7. DR SEX
8. TOMMY 'BANANA' JOHNSON
9. SAVE OUR WHALE
10. OFF BACON
11. SUICIDAL SYD
12. OLD AEROPLANE JOKE
13. THE BROWN BOTTLE
14. THREE IN ONE BANANAMATIC
15. POOR QUALITY DR JOKE
16. THE PARKE

Buy the full set of sixteen sizzling post cards featuring a myriad of VIZ Comic characters and top quality jokes for only £3.34 incl. p+p. Smaller amounts and extra cards are 23p each, plus 28p p+p per order. (If you're sending less than a pound, why not send postage stamps as payment.)

---

**BACK ISSUES**

You'll have to be quick off the mark if you want to catch copies of the few remaining VIZ back issues. They're selling so fast we haven't even had time to put the prices up! We've recently received extra copies of Issue 13 (banned from sale in all branches of Virgin Records) so if you haven't got a copy, order one today! But hurry, hurry! Only limited stocks remain.

13. "We get idiotic mag pulled out of shops." — Sunday Mirror
   15.9.85. Featuring the infamous 'Too Young To Love' photoshoot
   80p

17. A milestone in publishing history. The first better coated magazine in the world, featuring loads of dead funny bits
   90p

20. Sensational survey: ARE YOU GOOD IN BED? It's your chance to find out. With Buster Comed and The Remarkable Mind Of David Beerglass
   90p

   A man with a mission. Plus a delicious FREE packet of crisps
   90p

Prices include postage and packaging. Cheques or postal order payable to 'House of Viz' should be sent to our Armchair Shopping address.